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CBAP'J.'ER I 
IN'l'RODUC'l'ION 
Many cross-cultural st.u.1ies have been done in the field of psychology, 
sociology, and anthropol09Y to t."irow li9ht on the differences between cultures. 
Tbeae differences refer to many aapeot:.s ot life, such as differences in tastes, 
in ways ot livinq, in attitudes and reli9ioua life, etc. In a Si7rJ.lar way, the 
croaa-culblral technique ooi114 be usecl t.o ...... the diapoaition ot a certain 
culture toward crime. If certain cultural teaU1rea foster: the dev<1tlopment of 
certain criminal behavior, those faaturea 9hould be found preponderently in a 
aocd.ety with a hiqh freque..'1CY of these criliu.~s. Also, Factors which inhibit 
certain crimes should be found ln.rvely in soeietias whieh aro low in those 
crimes. As Brasol (1931) put:e it, "er!ine bein9 a aoci.tl phenomenon, is 
certainly not exempt f r011 the 9eneral laws 9overninq tho life of society. 
Hence the aleme.nt::s which 90 to !'IWlke up th~ sodolo9ic hack9rou1l<1 of delin-
quency muat either have a direct or indirect bearin); upon the aoti"loqy of 
the individual cr!ninal pr<>peneion, be it in the way of faoilit.atin9 and 
acceleratinq ita gTOWth or by oonv~yinq to it a specifio form of •liCPZ'••aion.w 
In sumP~ary therefore, the primary purpose of this study is to relat.e the 
perceived aeriouanue of crimes in Amerie&n and Indian culture•. It i9 
possible that this perceived aeriousneaa of crimes may alao throw li9ht on 
th~ determinants of crimes. Th• crou-cultura.1 method for exploring the 
l 
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possible det:ermiruante of crimes bu its own value. All aooiol09isu an4 
crillinologieta accept the idea ~t culture in it:a wider rUtifioatiou and 
cult.ural conflict in particular provide th.e matrix out of which much of the 
modern crime probl• eaer<J••· Thu, for example we reCQCJniae that race, class, 
national oriqine and the vaeytnq at1l tural p1tt:terns of social hf'!havior provide 
.infP.ortant sources of C'l111:ural C?Qnfliot and resultant antisocial behavior. 
Traditionall7, many factors haft been identified leading to the etiol09Y 
of crime. such as mal-eoonoti!Cff, poor heredity, lae'k of inhibitions or t.oo much 
of th•, bad ed.uoation, a faulty indut.rial ••t up, etc.. Delinq\lent.a 110re 
often than non-delinquents cam.e f:rowi ho!M• brokan by death, divorce or 
desertion, or htaea laclcin9 in undere~ndi~, selt-respec:t, stability, 
affection and moral st.udarc!s. J'requ•ntly their homes ue ~ically u 
well as emotioMlly dopriv.cl. Howffer here we ue not interested. in the 
inv•ti9ation of tb• c:attM8 leadbq to cr.t.ae.1 but qret:ed t:hat. these oauees 
exist., they should 'be reflected ia the value• of a aooiety, which are re-
flected in the eatilll4te8 of th• eeriouenue of cd.aea by the Pf!Ople of that 
aociety. 
'l'he present study is proll'.lpted by em interest in the f ~ency of crime• 
in the United Stat.ea and India. Purely from observation. it appeara that the 
United State• ha4 a r•laUwly hi9ber rate of violent criaes as oompare4 to 
tndia, which has a r.latively hi9her frequency of crimea connected with theft. 
Thia can be nbs1:Antiat.ed by the available ataUatios compiled by the Ministry 
of Home Affaira, ~t of Xnclia, "If the tot:ality of cd.ae ia tr•ted u 
100, the percentaqe of twelve ujor heads of crime would bei murdo:r 1.6, 
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kid.nappinq and abduction l.O, da.coity 0.6, robbcu:y l.l, housebreaking 18.9, 
c:attl• theft 3.l, ordinary thefta 34.4, riots 4.4, criminal breach of trust 
2.a, chcaatinq l.5, eounterfeitinq 0.1 and miacellaneoua 30.3 percent." Alao 
h1 the wor.Js of' Coloman (1964) , "'lhe inoiU.once of crime• in tlu1 Uni t:ad St.ates 
is high in COl!lp&rison with that in many other countries and is still on the 
increase. Statistic• compiled by tho Federal B\lreau of Investigation revn.l 
that there vere 2,048,370 serio".l!I crimu reported in 1962. This repr.:tsenta 
a nw hiqh in ~, forcible rape, &qql'avated unult a.n4 other felonJ.••; 
a major crime was committEld every 15 soconda ••• t>u.rinq the past five years the 
crime rati!J has incre.as&d four times as fast as the g..-aneral population." 
The p.r1?sent study \fill ir~vesti•.;au the differences b()t;ween India and the 
United States in their rupcic:tive eatitaa.tes of seriousness of c.:rimos. The 
differences in thesa estimations will also be exalllined intraculturally be 
CO!llpariny ua.los ':oJith femalaa. The rJ.8.les and females will not only be OOfilJ~ared 
within a culture but cor::.parisonn will alao be m.:.de butwen Indian :wales and 
American males and between Indian females aid At'lerican females. 
CHAPTER II 
Rh"'VIEW OF LITERATURE 
There does not seem to be much literature relevant to the present research. 
Research, no doubt has been done on crimes but without particular reference to 
cultures of different countries, their value system, and how this value systl:;n 
affects the perceived seriousness of crimes. Literature in this area of crimes 
usually pertains to the aociolcx;iical factors leadinq to the committing of 
criraes; factors like broken homes, sex identification problems, poverty, a 
slum neighborhood, etc. 
A qreat nW'lber of theories of crimes have been proposed ~ince antiquity. 
The present research does not require qoing into these theories. However one 
thing that can be said without any reservation is that 1110st of the theories, 
including the current ones, show a great weakness which lies in their inability 
to grasp the siqniflcance of the deeper ~eaning of why the condemned behavior 
develops and why it oc<.."U.rs with a partioulat· frequen<..'Y. Th<ilse theories often 
qive explanations in terms of the criminal being a deprived. person, a sick 
individual or a social psychopath. But the fact remains that many in fact 
break the law simply because they are normal. The explanation Might be 
s!mplier than it is ever presented with the result that all the elaborate 
attempts at reducing the incidence of crime may in the main sense be of little 
avail. 
The investigation of crimes goes back to the beqinninq of organized 
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society. If any meaning is to be qained from a view of culture and crime, it 
would indicate that the type, the character and the frequency of orimea within 
a qiven society reflects its historic conditions, its paycholoqical and 
cultural characteristics, its aspiration• and its objectives. Crimes in dif-
ferent parts of the world and. in different types of societies mirror the most 
basic valuias of a people and the means which society has developed tor the 
fulfillment and realization of such values. 
Cross-cultural research allows paycholoqical analysis of the similarities 
and differences among several cultures and the validation of psycboloqioal 
concepts and instruments in various cultures. Bauer {1964) feels that, "Such 
studies illustrate research possibilities fior generating and testing hypotheses 
of delinquency causation." 
Criminal behavior and the nature of social conditions are intim&tely 
related. certain kinda of aoeietiea produce certain kinds of crimes which 
appear to be characteristic. However this should in no way qive the impression 
that heredity has r.o ro~e to play in the cor:unitt.inq of crimes. The born 
criminal has not to be overlooked. Beccaria (1738) and Bentham (1748) 
recoc.;nized the importance of cireumatancea, envirnmental as well as inherited, 
and therefore based the severity of punishment taking into account both of 
these factors. Lombroso (1836) concluded from his intensive studies that the 
criminal was a distinct anthropoloqical type poaaeesinq definite physical 
stigmata. 
Sloch (1958) oontenda that societies differ in the priorities t:hey accord 
to different values and in the values they esteem. "Violence in Britain is 
6 
~layed in a very minor key when compared with the horrific activities of the 
irunerica's so-called 'kill-for'thrill kids', who do not stop at torture of 
people who have not ha:rmed them nor even at murder, apparently in order to 
gratify their lust for excitement." Crimes are invariably reflective of and 
responsive to a given social order and cultural organization at a given period 
in their historic developnent. Crimes of a certain type are only possible in 
terms of a given sociocultural matrix. In this sense the sociocultural 
organization plays a basic determining role in indicating the nature and 
distribution of the offenses which will take place. "The complex of different 
values held in high reqard by vast seqments of the people of the subcontinent 
of India might be found to differ sharply in many respects from the values held 
in veneration by subjects of Great Britain, inhabitants of the Soviet Union, 
French citizens and the citizens of the United States." These values are 
closely tied to the types of behavior outlawed by a •ociety and to the types 
and amount of crime committed within it. The character of the sociological 
organization will tend to elicit certain forms of responses from certain 
vulnerable segments of the social order. Those who respond may be regarded as 
predisposed toward a certain type of criminal behavior on the basis of social 
psychological factors determining the character of role performance within a 
given class structure. 
Wallace (1965) while describing the patterns of violence in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, expressed that violent behavior reflects the social and cultural 
environment of a society. Who commits the assault, who gets taken to the 
hospital, who witnessed the event and the reaction of the community reflects 
in part how a society is socially structured and what that society considers 
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important. Like other types of behavior, violence does not take place in a 
vacuum but owes its birth as well as its expression to a number of soci~l and 
cultural influences. 
Sykes (1956) used the concept of cultural variations in the toleration of 
violence to explain the marked regional differences in the rates of crinH1s 
against the person. The criminal may indeed be different fro111 the man who 
obeys the law. But Sykes suggests that instead of lookin':t for devils in the 
mind and stigmas of the body, tbe search for differences which are causally 
linked to the cri.L1inal behavior should be in the direction of ever-changing 
relationships between the individual and to the social group to which he 
belongs. According to Pine (1965), there in no significant relationship 
between social class status and delinquent behavior. His major conclusion is 
that delinquency is less a function of the class an individual is in than of 
the class to which he aspires or to which he is moving. 
The Scandinavian studies of criminology are rich with crime statistics. 
'I'hese studies are full of facts. However, they have little, if any, relevance 
Ito the present study. They are interested in thinqs like which acts should be 
~esignated as crimes or how the official system of control actually operates 
~t the staqe of implementing the sanctions and with what sorts of consequences, 
etc. Studies of social control are a topic of paramount importance in the 
~ve mentioned studies. 
Jones (1965) observes that in Britain, at any rate, adult crimes against 
!Property tend to rise and fall in sympathy with the rate of unemployment -- the 
Jn<>re the unemployment, the more the crimes against property and vice versa. 
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According to studies carried out during the same period, there is also reason 
to believe that among offenders in penal institutions, the rate of unemployment 
at the time they committed the offenses for which they were sentenced was 
higher than that in the community at large. However one is amazed at the 
paradoxical report given recently by the United Nations to the effect that 
juvenile delinquency has tended to increase most in those countries of Europe 
in which the standard df living is highest. However, in the poorer countries 
of Southern Europe, it has increased hardly at all. Hartung (1965) contends 
that crime and delinquency are explained as being the result of the breakdown 
of society as a whole or of specific institutions in particular. Also, 
delinquents more often than non-delinquents come from homes broken by death, 
divorce or desertion, or home lacking in understanding, self-respect, stability 
affection and moral standards. Frequently their homes are economically as well 
as emotionally deprived. 
Most of the modern sociologists and criminologists accept the idea that 
culture in its wider ramifications and cultural conflict in particular, provide 
the matrix out of which much of the modern crime problem emerges. We recognize 
that race, class, national origins and the varying cultural patterns of social 
behavior provide important sources of cultural conflict and resultant anti-
social behavior. The cultural differences of national groups are evidenced in 
many ways, but none is more striking than the patterns of criminal behavior in 
the various countries. Everyone who has travelled in the Orient or the soviet 
Union, can testify to the peculiar character of stealing there. The average 
American railroad passenger gives little thought to the safety of his luqqaqe 
and virtually none at all if he travels by pullman. Luggage in Russia, India, 
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as well as in many other Asian countries, on the other hand, is never con-
sidered safe unless one more or less literally sits on it. In America the 
culture complex is equally evident in our peculiar crime patterns. An auto-
mobile has become the varitable index to the American standard of living. The 
urge to own a car and other evidences of a high standard of living have un-
questionably been a spur to economic crimes of serious nature. In short, what-
ever the given culture, moral concepts of honesty, decency, suitable relation-
ships between the sexes, and being a good neighbor, are factors which determine 
the limits of human conduct. out of his background of training and experience, 
man builds up his pattern of living, his life organization, the things ne will 
and will not do. Because of its customs, ideas, and practices, the community 
may be said to generate crime, tolerate crilfte, and in turn be organized by 
crime. So based on the fact that there are certain relations between crime and 
culture, we may therefore summarize; 1) Cultural norms of group behavior are 
conducive to peculiar aspects of crime in a particular COfl1Uunity. 2) Crime is 
related to the particular type of social organization in a given society. 
3) A differential pattern of crime tends to exist within the various cultural 
groups in a community. 4) Social disorqanization and confusion with reference 
to basic social values are accompanied by a high crime rate. 
Bloch and Geis (1962) show a peculiar insight into the whole matter of 
crime. They approach the problsm of crime in a given culture from the point of 
view of population structure. According to them, the relationship between the 
population structure and overall rate of crime in a particular culture con·· 
stitutes one of the roost fruitful areas for the study of criminal trends. such 
an analysis should be properly concerned not only with the changinq size of the 
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population, but with the changing age and sex composition of the population as 
well. 
Bacon (1966) points to the fact that crime occurs mostly in men, and ''We 
have no reason to doubt that this sex difference characterizes most societies." 
Ferdinand (1964) observes that ''Male and female delinquents tend to differ 
principally in the frequency with which they elect offenses against property." 
Crimes by women as they appear in official statistics are, comparitively 
speaking, small in number. There can be little doubt concerning the over-
whelming disproportion of men annually involved in reported crime as compared 
to women. Bloch (1958) observed that with the exception of prostitution and 
commercialized vice, there is no category in which women commit more crimes 
than men. Becuase of the nature of familial and social controls over women, 
and the cultural definitions of permissive role behavior, a larqe number of 
criminal activities, beginning with early delinquent episodes, are not so 
likely to be found amonq women. 
~e striking fact which criminal statistics reveal is that crime is pre-
d0111inently a masculine activity. There are many more men criminals than women 
criminals and there are more boy delinquents than girl delinquents. Barron 
Mays' (1963) observation is that this remarkable differentiation between crime 
rates of sexes is constant over the years and quite unaffected by illlY changes 
in the social structure. The phenomenon is world wide. As Sutherland (1937) 
says, ''The male sex has a great excess of crimes in all nations, all com-
munities within a nation, all age groups, all periods of history, for which 
organized statistics are availal:ile, and all types of cri.~es except those which 
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are somewhat intimately related to the female sex, such as abortion and 
infanticide." This is because there .:ire .important cultural distinctions in 
nearly all known societies which define the male and female roles in markedly 
<liffarent terms. Also the fact remains that they are made different. Thus it 
would seem that the difference in the frequency of crimes between men and women 
in almost all societies would be related to a difference between the sexes in 
their value system; their whole make up as well as in their whole outlook on 
life in its different aspects. 
There is also some literature available to the contrary. Elliott (1952) 
mentions Pollak's (1950) contention to the effect that it is not the whole 
truth to say that men are more crimim•l than women. Pollak purports to shatter 
this accepted notion and he concludes that women, because they are deceitful, 
merely conceal their crimes more frequently than do men. women being more 
deceitful because of their passivity, makes it easy for a wife to deceive her 
husband and this bioloqical fact conditions a woman's ability to mask her 
offenses. Pollak aleo believes women commit a much larger number of secret, 
presumably undiscovered, murders, since they could poison people without being 
suspected. However there must be some reason for the apparent discrepancy in 
criminality. He goes on to explain this disparity of crime rates between men 
and women by saying that it is due to special characteristics of their re-
spective cultures. Men and women live in d.ifferent worlds. Some of the crimes 
women commit grow out of this fact. The average women is more gullible and 
naive than the average man, perhaps because she lives in a private world in 
which the virtues of honesty, faith and trust form the web, woof and pattern of 
responsible fair.ily life. Crime, Sutherland (1937) continually insisted, is the 
result of a person and a situation. 12 Situations in which women find themselves 
are apparently not as conducive to crimes as ar~ situations men face. Despite 
the so-called emancipation of women, the average women spends her life and 
fulfills her purposes in the home. ~ further reason for there being fewer 
criminals among women is that the average women experiences less conflict 
between her ethical values and the achievement of her goals than does the 
average man. On the other hand, home represents only a segment of a man's 
interest. When the averaqe man leaves the house in the morning, he leaves a 
private culture dominated by personal ethics for a public culture dominated 
' 
by struggle for economic success and financial reward. Competition in the 
market place, in the office or at his profession is frequently a battle of 
wits, a matter of outwitting one 1 s contemporaries, without any desire for the 
welfare of all. 
Thus in summary it could be said that in view of the interest of the 
present study, the cited literature is relevant. The experts in the area 
consider values or value systems dependent on various causes of crimes which 
which are sociological and psyct.ological in nature and hence the values will 
be reflected in the estimation of the seriousness of crimes. Or it could be 
speculated that the estimation of the seriousness of crimes is a part of the 
value system itself. At any rate if cultural determinants of crime affect 
value systems, different cultures should show different estimations of the 
seriousness of various crimes and hence the pertinence of the present study. 
Also, literature shows it neceesary to consider men separately from woman. 
~ample of Subjects 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Two groups of 100 subjects each were used for this study. Ono group 
consisted of Indian college students and the other of the American college 
students. The average age of the subjects was about 21 years. The Indian 
group consisted of 50 students from Wilson College in Bombay and SO students 
froo1 K.:4. College in Delhi. The Indian students were predominantly Hindus. 
coming from the middle class. The American group was composed of 100 students 
from Loyola University, Chicago. The majority of them were Catholics. For 
the sake of brevity, the groups will be designated as Indians and Americans 
throughout the text. In each sample there were 56 males and 44 females. 
Description of Stimuli 
Thirty criminal offenses were used for this study (see appendix). The 
majority were borrowed from Sellin'& (1964) study "Measurement of Delinquency", 
in which he used Philadelphia crime code offenses. The remainder of the 
offenses in the present study were selected specifically so that they would be 
more meaningful to the Indian sample. Also an attempt was made to eliminate 
any reference to the offender. The main focus was on the criminal act. 
Desiqn and Testing Procedure 
One examiner tested all the subjects in groups of 20. The testinq 
material was presented in En9lish to both the samples. since the Indian 
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college students have their training in English, they experienced no dif-
ficulties in understanding the subject matter. The order of presentation of 
the stimuli was identical :for all the subjects• first the instruction card 
and then 30 cards, with one offense listed on each card. The subject was 
instructed to read all the cards carefully in the order in which they appeared 
in the deck of 30 cards anc! trum shuffle t.~run. 1\fter this tl1e subject was 
presented with a booklet. The booklet had two parts, 1\ and B, referring to 
the two ways in which the subject was to rate the 30 offenses. Both parts A 
and B contained specific instructions tellinq the subjects exactly how to rate 
the offenses. For pa.rt A, the category scaling, t,;e subjects were given the 
following instructions: "Each of the cards in this deck refers to a violation 
of the law: each violation is different. Your task is to show how serious you 
think each violation is, not what the law says or how the courts or judges 
miqht act. 
"For each violation you will be asked to check a number from l to ll, 
depending on how serious you consider the violation to be. If the violation is 
not very serious you will check a lcw n\11"'.ber, if it is very serious you will 
check a high number. For instance, l is the least serious and ll ic the most 
serious. In this scale of seriousness of violations, 6 is more serious than 
5 or 4 or any number lower than 6. l\lso, 9 is More serious than 8 but less 
serious than lO or 11. Use number 1 only if you consider the violation to be 
very mild and number ll if it is very serious. 
"Now take cards aa they appear in the deck one by one and check the 
category in which you fa•l the statement shou(;.d be placed. lf the first card 
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in the deck happens to be card 9, 90 to the c:orrespondinq number 9 on the 
following page and check the number (l, 2, 3 ••• 11) you think best fits this 
violation. When you are finished placing all the statements in the categories, 
reshuffle the cards. 
"Do not spend too much time on any one violation but be sure to check them 
all. Do not turn back to what you have alr;eady done. Remeiober this is not a 
teat. The important thing is how you feel about each violation." 
The instructions also included two examples. Part A was scaled using 
Thuratone'• method of successive intervals. This ~ethod was developed 
originally by Saffir (1939) and later modified and generalized by Rimoldi and 
Hormaeche (1955) to eliminate the rather questionable assumption that the 
variability of the items is unifonn over the entire scale. The determination 
of the interval limits was done using Rimoldi's technique (1960). 
In pa.rt B, the magnitude scaling, the subjocts were given the folloW'inq 
instructions: 
"Each of the cards in this deck refers to a violation of the lawi each 
violation is different. Your task is to show how serious you think each 
violation is, not what the law says or how the courts or judqes might act. 
"Por each violation, you will be asked to give a score. You 1.it"C>Uld arrive 
at this score by eo~pa.ring this particular violation on the card to the 
standard violation which has already been qiven a certain score. The score 
you qive will reflect how serious each violation seems to you in relation to 
the standard violation which has been •elected as a standard and has been 
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assigned a score of 10." 
"The offender steals $100 from a bank." 
"Now using this violation as a standard, every other violation on each 
card should be scored. For example if any violation seems 10 times as serious 
as the standard violation, assign a score of 100. If the violation seems 4 
times as serious as the standard, assign a score of 40. If the violation seems 
half as serious as the standard, assign a score of 5. You may use any whole or 
fractional number that is qreater than 0, no matter how large or small it is, 
as long as it represents how serious the violation is compared to the standard 
violation. 
"Now take cards from the deck one by one and score them. If the first 
card happens to be card number 7, qo to number 7 on the appropriate answer 
sheet and assign the score you think best compares it with the standard at 
this place. After you have finished comparing all the cards and assigning 
the scores, please reshuffle the cards. 
"Take your time. Every violation should have a score assigned to it. Do 
not turn back to what you have already finished. Remember this is not a test. 
The important thing is how you feel about each violation." The instructions 
included two examples. 
Magnitude scale values were obtained by getting the geometric mean of all 
the responses for a particular stimulus. 
Parts A and B were randomly assigned as first and second so that the same 
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number of subjects would get each part first. After finishing the first part 
of the task, the subject reshuffled the deck. 
The results were analyzed to see if the concave downward trend between 
magnitude and category scale that has been found in some other psychological 
scaling is also present in this type of data. Sellin (1964) has already 
demonstrated that the concave downward relationship holds for an American 
sample. However it has not been shown whether this relationship also holds 
for the Indian group. 
Besides the above-mentioned theoretical issue, the study investigated 
whether the offenses considered most serious by the American s8.lllple are also 
considered most serious by the Indian sample. Similar analysis was done for 
the offenses considered least serious by both the samples. The data was also 
examined to see if the~e were differences between sexes -- i.e., if the offense• 
considered most serious by the males are the ones considered most serious by 
the females too. All these differences were examined using the category scale 
values as well as the magnitude scale values. 
Appropriate statistical technique were employed to explore cross-cultural 
and sex differences in terll\s of a tendency toward overall high and low ratings 
and the range of responses chosen. This was done in terms of the means, 
standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis of the category means. 
Discriminal dispersions for tne 30 stimuli were computed for the purpose 
of making several comparisons: 1) agreement or disagreement among Indians, 
among Americans and between the two groups; 2) agreement among and between 
males and females in the two cultures. 
lf' 
These same comparisons between cultures and between sexes were also ma.de 
using the coefficient of correlation. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Since the rationale and the computations used in arriving at the category 
scales have already been described at length by Rimoldi and Hormaeche (1955), 
this will not be discussed. here. The category means as distinguished from the 
category scale values refer to an average over all the responses given to a 
single stimulus. In tables 1 and 2 the category scale values and the category 
means are presented. Fiqures l and 2 show the category scale values when 
plotted against the category means. The linear correlation between the two 
sets of values is .99 for both the Indian and the American groups. This 
indicates that in all likelihood the unscaled judgements were approxi.Mately 
normally distributed (Rimoldi, 1960). 
Sellin (1964) in his study "The Measurement of Delinquency", demonstrated 
that when the magnitude scales are plotted against the category scales, a 
concave downward trend is witnessed. That is, the two scales are logarith-
mically related. A part of his sample consisted of American college students. 
Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the sarae relationship for the Indian college 
students as well as for the American college students. Table 3 presents the 
magnitude sea.le values for both the samples. 
Tables 4 and 5 list the most serious and the least serious crimes alonq 
with their respective cat.egory scale values. '::able 4 refers to the American 
group and Table 5 to the Indian group. In these tables, the samples are also 
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divided into males and females. The most serious crimes were defined as those 
falling above the 80th percentile and the least serious were defined as those 
falling below the 20th percentile. Similarly Tables 6 and 7 list the most 
serious and least serious crimes with their respective magnitude scale values. 
Table 6 refers to the American group and Table 7 to the Indian group. 
Tables 8, 9, 10 and ll present the means, standard deviations, skewness 
and Kurtosis of the distributions of the category means for all the groups. 
Figure 5 presents graphically the distributions of the cateqory means over each 
of the ll intervals for all the groups. The sign test was ehlployed to see if 
there was any significant dif fercnce between ti1e category ratings among the 
different groups. Table 12 shows the results of the sd.gn test. ~one of the 
comparisons were significant. 
The results were further analyzed in terms of discriminal dispersions 
which were used as an index of group agreement on the seriousness of various 
crimes. However it should be noted that this refers primarily to the 
consensus on scale values and not on actual seriousness perceived. Table 13 
shows the discriminal dispersions of all the groups. Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 
10 present graphically the results when the American group was plotted against 
the Indian group (Figure 6), the American males against the Indian rua.les 
(Figure 7), the American females against the Indian fem.ales {.F'igure 3), the 
American males aqainst the American females (Figure 9), and the Indian males 
against the Indian females (Figure 10). Note that a line bisects the qraphs. 
This line indicates that there is no difference between the two groups either 
in terms of agreement among themselves or disagreement among themselves as to 
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the seriousness of crimes. The numbers below the line refer to those crimes 
for which the group on the x-axis disagrees and the group on the y-axis agrees. 
The numbers above the line ref er to those crimes for which the qroup on the 
x-axis agrees and the group on the y-axis disagrees. 
Finally group comparisons in terms of cultures and sexes ware made using 
the coefficient of correlation aa an index. The results of those comparisons 
are presented in Table 14. 
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TABLE 1 
CATEGORY SCALE VAI .. UES AND CATEGORY MEANS 
FOR TlIB AMr.RICAN GRCIUP 
Sj Mean Sj Mean 
--- --·-··-· - ,..,, -~••' -··•· ---- ,,.,. __ ,.,,. ..... ~w . -- .. -~ .... " ~ ··-. -
l 2.513 9.840 16 -.sos 4.310 
2 1.394 8.640 17 .249 6.040 
3 .925 7.520 18 1.695 9.270 
4 -.750 3.540 19 -.231 4.R70 
5 -l.202 2.710 20 • 758 7.330 
6 -1. 262 2. 720 21 .825 7.460 
7 1.223 S.360 22 -1.723 2.060 
a -.790 3.440 23 .206 5.880 
9 -.807 3.920 24 .468 6.580 
10 -.505 4.080 25 -.204 4.700 
11 .117 5.700 26 .212 6.040 
12 -.519 4.llO 27 .065 5.430 
13 -l.215 2.(,60 213 .455 6.730 
14 1.029 7.880 29 .544 6.720 
15 -l.650 2.230 30 -1.234 2.730 
l-'IX 0000 My 5.4500 rx.y .9925 
ox 1.0193 oy 2.1aa2 by.x 2.1307 
~, ·1 
N 30 N 30 c 5.4501 
oy. x. .2679 
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TALl.E 2 
CA'l'EGORY SCALE VALUES AND CATEGORY M&n.NS 
Sj 
-·--·-~···---· ~ ........... -·; '·~·-· -·- -- . , ... - -···~-··- . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Mx 
ax 
N 
1.296 
l.127 
.457 
-.576 
-: .166 
-.432 
.551 
-.483 
-·.;031 
-.446 
-.391 
-.535 
-.GOO 
1.513 
-l.053 
0000 
.6996 
30 
My 
oy 
N 
FOR 'rHE INDIAN GROOT' 
Mean 
-- ... - .,.. --·· ·------
9.010 
9.480 
6.920 
4.180 
5.280 
4.570 
7.330 
4.420 
5.690 
4.490 
4.560 
4.260 
4.150 
9.000 
3.350 
5.7343 
1.6933 
30 
--·-·· -·- ........ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
rxy 
byx 
c 
ayx 
Sj Mean 
-----·. --·- -··----·-·· ·-· .. -·-·----------·-
-.756 
.039 
.532 
-.542 
.577 
.902 
-1.GSB 
.302 
.126 
-.3B4 
.306 
.173 
.254 
.442 
-.504 
.9926 
2.3881 
5.7343 
.2046 
3.800 
5.850 
7.190 
4.180 
7.270 
B.060 
2.410 
6.450 
6.090 
4.540 
6.530 
6.140 
6.360 
6.910 
4.560 
en 
c 
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FIGURE 1. American group -- successive intervals scale values (sj) against category means. 
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TABLE 3 
MJ\GNITtIDE SCALE VALUES 
FOR AMERICAN AND INDIAN GROUPS 
Am. Ind. Am. Ind. 
i---------~---·----~·--· ....... ___ M.,._< ---- ·- ·---··---·- ---·-----··-·-- ,...,,, '• ...... •" ., ... ~ -~· ---··'> ..... ----. .,_, ___ .....__,_ 
1 167 84.3 16 6.2B 7.83 
2 95.5 71.9 17 28.9 21.4 
3 51. 7 42.6 18 127 37.9 
4 4.31 B.96 19 12.6 9. 76 
5 3.41 17.33 20 44.0 46.7 
6 2.78 12.9 :a 47.l 58.1 
7 88.l 40.93 22 l.28 4.59 
0 4.18 8.68 23 15.7 31.6 
9 5.32 19.7 24 37.7 30.65 
10 5.37 9.68 25 8.78 12.23 
11 21.B 12.05 26 21.5 39.3 
12 6.44 10.l 27 12.2 29.9 
13 3.08 9.89 28 29.7 29.43 
14 64.7 69.3 29 33.3 36.B 
15 l.75 6.94 30 2.75 11.5 
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FIGURE 3. American group -- ratio scale against category scale. 
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TABLE 4* 
THE CATEGORY SCALES OF TilE }lOST AND THE LEAST 
SERIOUS CRIMES AMONG THE AHEP.ICAN COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Most Serious 
Crime 14 
'1------18 ____ _ 
Whole Group 
Scale Value 
~~l~ -----.. --~:: ~~:"_e···t. l.~! 1.1~~20 .. l::~d. 1-:Qj) .. ···1·£~29··-· 
Female 1 I l Scale Value ! 1.947 , 1.327 l.122 : 1.148 l.8S4 
~ ; 
Least Serious 
*The list of all the 30 crimes with their numbers is given in the Appendix 
TABLE S* 
THE CATEGORY SCALES OF THE MOST AND THE LEAST SERIOUS 
CRIMES AMONG THE INDIAN COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Most serious 
Crime l 2 14 20 
Whole Group I l 
Scale Value l l.296 1.127 i 1.513 .577 
·---------· -·-·-··· er~;----------· ·j---···- -1--··-·-· ------ ··2---·--1-·---14· -- - ·- ·- la·- -
i Male 
Scale Value 1.352 .753 1 1.342 .606 
30 
21 
.902 
21 
.833 
------------- ·-c;im~-- -- --- ·-i- ---y------ ------2-··--1-··--·--·-1.f ···- ·-·--·ii-· •-• - ~- ~- ···-··' -·--·----.. •-M __ _ 29 
Female 1 
' Scale 1.186 1.569 ! 1.696 .972 .845 
Least serious 
Crime 4 13 \ 15 1 16 22 
::~ G=p:=:~::~ -1-~ ~::: . ·I- ~-: :::-1 ~:~~:-t:~::---- ~:~ :~:------­
Femal~ - --:~:~-Val=-i ·-·~_-:-2:-r _-_-7~1--r--1~:~9-- ···1- .~:5 --- -~~6:9·------
' ' 
·-- ·······---····- --- .. ··-·-·- --····- --- --·-· -- .......... ----.--------·-·---·--·-··- ·-- •.. ..:.._ ·--------- ... : .................. ·--·-----·-
*The list of all the 30 crimes with their nmnbers is given in the Appendix. 
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'rABLE 6* 
THE MAGNITUDE SCALES OF THE MOST AND THE LEAST 
SERIOUS CRI!'A.ES AMONG 'l'HE AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Most Serious 
••• ___ ,. ~ ... •->.•-- • • .M • -- --·- , .• _______ _ 
Crime l 2 7 14 18 
Whole Group 
Scale Value l 167 . 9S.5 88.l 64.7 127 
' . ! l 
---·· --··--··--·-·-·--cri;-~----···· t ..... I ····-1------i- -·r--······ 1 ·-···-r-14·-···· .. -··-T~y··----· 
! l i : Scale Value 1 177 92.9 l 96.2 i 64.7 131 
----·-- ........... _ ........ ·-····-·-··-·····-·--···-·-·· -- l--·-·-···• ............ -· .. ·-··--+·· ···- -· ··--·-·· - -.i ..... ·--- . ··-···..: .... ···- -······--·--
Crime · l I 2 " 7 i 14 . 18 l I · 
! 
Scale Value 152. 5 I 94. 2 ! 
Males 
Females 78.7 68.0 122.0 
Least Serious 
Whole Group 
Females 
*The list of all the 30 crimes with their numbers is given in the Appendix. 
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T.1\BLE 7* 
THE MAGNITUDE SCALES OF Tr!E MOST AND TUE L'":J\ST 
SERIOUS CRIMES AMONG THE INDIAN COLLEG!: STUDENTS 
-·-- ·~-- .. - ~ -~-. -·-·-· ···- ·-------------·---·--··-··--~ ..... "--- . ., ~-·--··•·· ··---------.. --.-- ··-----·---·-""··--··- '·-- ····-~ ---- --------·--- "''~---· -·-·---------
----·· -~--------- ---·-··--·-.. --·-·-·------·-·····'- -·--- ~ -··. ··---· --~-----···--·-·······-··· --··- --·-··---------- .. ---··--------~·-·--··-~·-··- ... 
Most Serious 
Crime 1 2 I 14 20 21 
i i 
. ' .. -~~.:J +···7:: 9-·t--;::.l··· -1:6.·7·l · --~~-1-
l ' . l 
73. 95 : 51. 2 68. 3 37. o 1 
Whole Group 
Scale Value 
Crime 
!ales Scale Value 44.5 
~·· -·-·---···---···-·-··-··--·--······· -·-···-·-··-----·· ·- --~ -·-· - -- ·-·- ---i--- ···-·--··· ---· .... --· . - .... ~ ·-·------
Crime l l 2 , 20 21 i 29 
Females Scale ValuP. 99.50 I 86.95 : 70.B 74.35 66.4 
Least Serious 
crime 4 8 15 16 22 
Whole Group Scale Value 
crime 
Males 
Scale Value 
Crime 
Females 
scale Value 
*The list of all the 30 crimes with their numbers is given in the Appendix. 
TABLE 8 
THE M:"?A.~S, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, !"KEWNESS 
AND KURTOSIS FOR AMERICANS AND INDIANS 
Americans 
••N• ..... • -~-.- . ., __ • - -·-·- ~·-· ·- --- .-.·----- -••W••• ~- > •••••--- ---- --·- -r- " ...... ,- -~ -·-··· • 
Means \ 5.45 
Standard Deviations 2.19** 
Skewness .19 
Kurtosis -1.02* 
** F Ratio: 1.70 
TABLE 9 
THE MF.ANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, SKEWNESS 
AND KURl'OSIS FOR THE ~LF.S AND FEMALES 
···- - -- -- ~---- ----- - .. ---- -· , .... ··- . i~ .... ·~ ·-- ........ - --· --·-· ...... ~ .. 
Means 5.54 
Standard Deviations 1.85 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 
* P < .OS 
** p < .001 
.25 
-.8415 
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Indians 
5.75 
1.68** 
.25 
-.76 
Females 
5.65 
1.96 
.23 
-1.1887* 
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TABLE 10 
THE MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, SKEWNESS 
AND KURTOSIS FOR 'rlIE AMERICAN AND INDIAN MALES 
American Males Indian Males 
Means 5.47 5.61 
Standard Deviations 2.24** l.56** 
Skewness .15 • 26 
Kurtosis -l.02 -.33 
** Y Ratio: 2.06 
TABLE ll 
THE MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, SKEWNESS 
AND KURTOSIS FOR THE AMERICAN AND INDI1\N FEMALl~S 
Indizi.n F~males 
Means 5.42 5.89 
Standard Deviations 2.14 1.91 
Skewness .25 .25 
Kurtosis -1.04 -·l.19 
•• p < .001 
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FIGURE 5. The frequency distribution of the category means fior the different groups. w 
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TABLE 13 
THE DISCRIMINAL DISPERSIONS FOR THE DIFFERENT GROUPS 
~mericans Indians American Males 
__ ,_ ···~ ~-· .. -
- -· •• ~·--·~,..,,_,..., -- - < ' - . - ~ .... .. ···--··~ ·--·-· --- _..,.,. ···- ··-· -..-.. -. ~ ~ "" --·-- --·- ~ •···--·· - --·-·-··---
1 1.489 .886 1.747 
2 1.021 1.11 l.233 
3 1. 352 l.11 1.270 
4 .744 .915 .730 
5 .929 l.064 .820 
6 1.005 .729 .348 
7 .857 .939 .910 
8 .816 .882 .757 
9 1.464 l.263 1.478 
10 • 753 .953 .731 
11 .924 .845 .850 
12 .929 .862 .860 
13 .839 1.038 .665 
14 l.071 1.308 1.054 
15 1.070 1.152 1.010 
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THE DISCRIMIN7\L DISP~:P.SIONS FOR '!'HE DIFF~RENT GROUPS 
- ... - . ' - . ~· - - ·-·-· ' - . . .. .... -· ·- ·-. . .. .. - ...... ·- ~ ..... -· " 
-·- •··- ,_ __ ··- -·- -.>• ~---~---·-~···----- .. - .. ---·••>"·- T---··~-- -··-··--· ----·-·-------·--·-·-
Americans Indians American Hales 
16 1.176 .924 1.241 
17 .709 .955 .797 
18 .837 .884 .961 
19 .807 .800 .732 
20 1.000 .862 1.095 
21 1.137 .960 1. J. 93 
22 1.026 1.240 .824 
23 1.042 l.108 l.057 
24 1.057 .385 1.000 
25 .826 .909 .865 
26 1.257 l.225 l.223 
27 .959 l.010 1.0$4 
28 .860 l.091 .991 
29 1.051 l.020 l.075 
30 .994 1.181 • 9.21 
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Tl\.BL:S 13 (CONTI:1li£D) 
THE DISCRI!HNAI, DISPJ::RBIONS FOR TES DIF'FEREliT GROUPS 
Indian Males 1\merican l"emales Indian Females 
l .953 l.197 .841 
2 .964 .861 1.086 
3 .915 J.. .370 1.065 
4 1.054 .688 .930 
5 1.095 .870 .941 
6 .791 1.237 .955 
7 .882 .878 .818 
8 .896 .070 .861 
9 l.204 l.396 1.367 
10 .898 .1321 l.006 
11 • 770 • 8St7 l.014 
12 .838 .972 .954 
13 l.028 1.)56 .965 
14 1.210 1.001 l.524 
15 1. 21:! 1.291 1.265 
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TABLE l 3 (CON'rINUED) 
THE DISCRIMINAL DISPERSIONS FOR THE DIFFERENT GROUPS 
Indian Males Americ~n Pemalas Indian Females 
16 .986 .9'39 .949 
17 .916 .598 .965 
18 1.115 l. 35!3 .713 
19 .917 .842 .sos 
20 .782 .867 .867 
21 .946 1.023 .865 
22 l.089 1.314 1.220 
23 .998 .979 1.186 
24 1.039 1.000 .746 
25 .912 .839 .833 
26 1.439 1.219 l.074 
27 .975 .788 1.100 
28 .941 .669 1.104 
29 1.035 1.017 .790 
30 1.196 l.073 1.239 
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FIGURE 6. The discriminal dispersions of Americans and Indians. 
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TABLE 14 
THE COEPPICIENTS OF CORRF:LATION FOR DIFFERENT GROUPS 
·--·-· - -,._,.._ ____ ~.. . - "-· - _,,.- ·-~- ,.._, 
--~-·-··-----.--·-·-·· _., .. -·-- ·----··~ ·- .... ~·· ·-. -··-·-·- -·----~-~-··--·~--·~· ..... ·- ~-- ----
Am. 
Male 
Am. Male 
Am. Female ! .98 
An. All 
Ind. Male .68 
Ind. Female .86 
Ind. All .1:>9 
Male All I Female All .95 
I 
... -
--" .J. -.-- ·-
Am. 
Female All 
.a7 .as 
.87 .86 
.89 .89 
Ind. 
11ale 
.89 
Ind. 
Female 
.96 .89 
.91 
Ind. 
All 
Male 
~.11 
.96 
Female 
;\ll 
DISCUSSION 
In reviewing the results of this study, several ir:iportant findings are 
noted. Let us first look at the crimes perceived as most serious and loast 
se!:'ious in terms of the category scale values. Observe that when tha subject& 
rate u~ler category instructions, they are told to use the first category €or 
the least serious offense and the last cateqo:ry for the most serious. The 
subjects ?\re therefore limited to the range of values they can assiqn. The 
only way in w~lich they can vary their assignment of category '7alues to the 
different offe11ses i9 by varying the relative spacing of the categories they 
use. 
The crimes which are perceived most serious by the American sar:iple (1, 2, 
7, 14 and lS) refer to two se.x offenses (2, 14) and three offenses connected 
with killin~ (1, 7, 18). It is curious that the s~~ crines lab~leo most 
serious (see l\ppendix) should not include biga."':ly and tldul tery, hut things like 
rape (2) or intercourse with stepdauqhter (14) which could be considered iden-
tical with adultery. The only legitimate conclusion seems to be that for the 
Americans those sex crimes (Table 4) are most serious in which there is a lack 
of mutual consent. Offenses like rape and intercourse with stepdaughter ilnply 
lack of consent. Americans rate killing und.x- any circumstances as a very 
serious crime (Table 4) although suicide is not a vary serious crime for them. 
It seems p".lradoxical that in a society where the frequency of killing 
(Introduction) is relatively high, people should consider such a crime 
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so serious or is it that the frequency of crimes is not related to how people 
perceive crimes? However it could be that frequency alone is not a function of 
perceived seriousness. It shou·ld be remembered that the subjects of this study 
are not criminals; perhaps criminals would rate the seriousness of these 
crimes differently. 
For American males the most serious crimes included adultery by the wife 
(21) and excluded intercourse with a stepdauqhter (14). The inclusion of 21 
is understandable for the males, however adultery by the husband (20) is not 
a serious crime for them, and neither is intercourse with a stepdaughter (14). 
Apparently there is a double standard involved. For the American females, 14 
and 21 are not among the most serious, being replaced by illeqal abortion (3). 
It is hard to say whether the American fem.ale considered abortion a serious 
crime because it is illegal or because abortion involves her emotionally. The 
exclustion of 21 (adultery by the wife) is consistent with the exclusion of 
20 (adultery by the husband) that is, there is apparently no double standard 
for the women, IWho consider themselves equal to men in this respect. 
For the Indiana (Table 5), four of the five most serious crimes refer to 
sex offenses (2, 14, 20, 21), and one to killinq (1). As mentioned earlier, 
the Americans' list of most serious crimes included two sex offenses and three 
connected with killinq (Table 4). Also, as opposed to the 1'nteric::ans, the 
Indians consider adultery either by male or female 8.D'\O~ the most serious 
crimes. All four of these sex crimes (2, 14, 20, 21) refer to extramarital 
sex relations. This is understandable in terms of the Indian philosophy and 
ideoloqy. As a whole, then, Indiana are apparently more concerned with social 
and family life, whereas Americana seem to be more preoccupied with life and 
death. 
The Indian males, in place of adultery by the males (20), considered 
killing (18) more serious. It is indeed very interesting that the Indian 
females should rate adultery by women (21) and prostitution (29) among the 
most serious crimes. Prostitution has always been and is at most places still 
leqa1 in India. In spite of this it is still considered a serious crime, which 
makes one wonder whether the perceived seriousness of crimes does not have 
several dimensions, such as leqal, moral, religious, and emotional. 
In summary, there are cultural as well as sex differences in rating 
seriousness of crimes, with the Indians considering more sex crimes as serious 
and Americans considering more crimes connected with killing as serious. 
For the Americans (Table 4) the majority of the least serioun crimes (6, 
13, 15, 22, 30) imply some sort of inappropriate behavior. It refers to some 
breaking of a social rule, the type which is supposed to be more implicit than 
explicit. Thi~ is true of the American group as a whole and also of the males 
and females separately. 
In general terms, the same thing could also be said about the Indians as 
far as the least serious crimes are considered (4, 13, 15, 16, 22). However 
for the Indiana there seems to be a preponderance of offenseR connected with 
stealing. The Indian and American males generally aqree on the type of crimes 
which are least serious (Tables 4 and 5). The Indian females mostly perceive 
crimes connected with stealing as least serious. What is strange is that 
toruuring a cat (16) is perceived as a least serious crime by the Indians as a 
50 least serious crime by the Indians as a whole, the Indian males and the Indian 
females (•rable 5). 'l'his is not readily explained; in fact it is rather curious 
The majority of the Indian sample consisted of Hindus. The Hindu religion has 
inherently the element of nonviolence in it. Besides this, torturing a cat is 
specifically considered a wrong thir~g. In view of this, it is surprising that 
this statement was rated so low. Perhaps it could be seen as a reaction 
against strict religious pronouncements. 
In summary, concerninq the crimes perceived as least serious, there are 
no sex differences in the American group but there are differences in the 
Indian qroup. Few cultural differences are observed between the two groups 
of males. There are differences for the females only. The Indian females 
perceived stealing as least sorioua and the American females considered lack 
of proper behavior as least serious. 
On the whole, in terms of category scale values, it is the 110et serious 
crimes which differentiate the two cultures better, and it is the least serious 
crimes which differentiate the sexeg better. 
Now let us review the results when c.rim•s are pt!rceived as most serious 
and least serious in terms of magnituJe scale values (Tables 6 and 7). Note 
that in this type of scaling, the subject is free to use any positive numbers 
that he chooses, therefore the relative seriousness of the offenses can range 
over an inaefinite domain of nu."lhers. So the subject is not restricted as he 
was when he was rating crimes in terms of equally spaced categories. 
Curiously, the American group as a whole, the American males and the American 
females have a perfect homogeniety in what they perceive as the most serious 
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crimes (1, 2, 7, 14 and 18). It seems a bit strange that the sex differences 
should emerge only when the subjects are experimentally restricted in what 
they are allowed to do (Table 4). or is it that there are no profound .~ex 
differences but they emerge only as an artifact of the restriction. Of course 
one has to remember that in the ratio type of scaling, much more is demanded 
of the subject than in the interval type of scaling. The process in the former 
case is much more complex than in the latter. 
As opposed to the American sample, the Indian samples seem quite con-
sistent in their ratinqs in terms of the magnitude and cateqory scale values. 
The Indian group as a whole and the Indian males rated exactly the sarne crimes 
as moat serious in terms of the magnitude and the category scales. The only 
difference is in the case of the Indian females who excluded 14 and included 
20 (Table 8) as serious crimes, both of which are sex offenses. It would 
appear that for the Indians, the type of scaling made no differ0nce in their 
perceived seriousness of crimes. 
Let us now examine those crime'l which are perceived least serious by the 
American sc;.; .:.~le (Table 7). Surprisinqly, the least serious crimes in terms 
of magnitude scale values are identical with the least serious crimes in terms 
of the category scale values. This is true of the American group as a whole, 
the American tnales and the American females. All these crimes refer to some 
breach of social behavior. From this it could be said that the American group 
can do better with the least serious crimes in a situation when they have no 
experimental restriction. 
In case of the Indian group as a whole, the majority of the least serious 
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crimes are the same as in the previous case of cateqory scale values (Tables 
5 and 7). The only change is that instead of 8, the group included 13 as one 
of the least s~rioua crimes which means a majority of offenses were connected 
with stealing. Stealing seems to be such a minor offense in India. Again 
the ratings of the Indian males were very similar to those of the American 
males. They both consider the breach of social customs as least serious 
crimes. It seents to be a male characteristic not to give too much value to 
social customs and rules. Evidently things like disturbing other people or 
making obscene remarks are not exactly what they consider serious. The 
Indian females are different. Stealinq is considered as the least serious 
crime by them. Of co111se all these offenses connected with Rtealinq do not 
involve any assault or physical attack. Usually these are stealing little 
things (Appendix) like $5.00 or stealing little supplies or food, etc. Perhaps 
due to the fact that it is the woman who faces more material deprivation at 
home, it seems to her that stealing is nothing compared to what her family 
suffers and so si1e justifies herself. Of course this explanation is only 
speculation and may not prove to be a legitimate reason why the Indian females 
consider stel'tl ing as a ininor cX"ir.io. Again, lG is perceived as one of the least 
serious crimas. Why torturing a cat should be perceived as such a minor 
offense is strange. It could be that though it might be sinful, it is not 
considered criminal. 
In short, it can be said that the cultural differences emerge much mor~ 
clearly for the moat serious crimes, and the sex differences are evident in 
terms of the least serious crimes. There are little sex differences for the 
American sample in ten'ls of the: category scalP.s and none in terMs of m1'l1Jnitude 
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scales. However the sex differences are always present for the Indian sample 
whether the crimes are rated in terms of magnitude scales or in terms of 
category scales. 
When the results are examined in terms of the category means, it is 
noticed that the means for the Indian sample are higher than means for the 
American sample (Tables 8, 10, 11). This is true not only when the groups are 
compared as a whole but even when they are divided into males and fema~es. 
Larger means indicate a tendency to rate tho crimes higher or more serious. 
Therefore it can be said tha.t the Indians as comn.'!red with t.'"le Americans tend 
to rate tht3 crimes as more seriotts. Furtb~r when the two samples (Americans 
and Indians) are split into total males and total females, it is observed that 
the mean, for the females is higher than for the nules (Table 9). Therefore, 
the females show a tendency to rate crimes as more serious. However there is 
no statistically significant difference between any of the groups, as the 
results of the sign test indicate (Table 12). 
The magnitude of the standard deviations imply homogeniety of the groups 
in their use of the continuum on which they rate crimes. A larger standard 
deviation indicates using more of the range. The standard deviations for the 
Indian group as a whole, for the Indian males and for the Indian females are 
smaller than the standard deviations for the American qroup as a whole, for 
the American males and for the American females (Tables 8, 10, 11). Therefore 
the Indians are more restricted in their judgements. This implies that the 
Indians are more homogeneous than the Americana. Whereas Indians tend to 
rate crimes as hiqher, the Americans tend to use more of the continuum. 
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Further when the two samples are split into males and females, the females are 
less homogeneous than the males, though they tend to rate the crimes higher, 
actually they use less of the continuwn (l to 11) than the males. However the 
F ratios for tasting the ho.:nogeniety of variance are significant only when the 
American group is compared with the Indian group and the American males aro 
compared with the Indian males. In summary then, the American group as a whole 
and the American males are leas homoqeneous than the Indians as a whole and the 
Indian tltales. 
The distributions of the cateqory means for all the groups were symmet-
rical, and in none of the cases the skewness differed significantly from zero 
(Tables&, 9, 10, 11). In terms of the Kurtosis, some significant departures 
from zero were observed. This was true in case of the total American sample 
and the total female sample (Tables 8 and 9). The negative kurtosis points to 
the fact that these distributions are flat at their peak. 
The results based on discriminal dispersions will be examined Ly taking 
two 9roupa at a time. 
American Versus Indians (P'iqure 6): 
-·-·· .. --,..·-~ -· .. ~ .. ····-·-· ---·-- - .. ·------~-~--··- .. ·--
Suicide (26) and prostitution (29) are the only crimes on which the 
Americans and the Indians show disagreement among themselves. In other words 
both groups have high discriminal dispersions for these two crimes. Both the 
groups agree on the seriouaness of killinq by automobile accident (7), 
administering drugs (ll), makin9 obscene phone calls (12), killing in anger 
(18) and refusing to pay the rent (19) • However, killin<J by stabbing (1) , 
ill~al abortion (3), being drunk in public (6) r premarital sex (9), torturing 
an anL~al (16), adultery (20, 21), and bigamy (24) are the crimes for which 
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the Americans show lack of agreement while the Indians show agreement. On the 
other hand stealing (4, 10, 17), disturbing the peace (13), having sexual 
relationship with the stepdaughter (14) and destroyinq a library book (30) are 
the crimes on which the Americans aqree and the Indians disagree among them-
selves. 
It ia quite evident that the majority of the crimes (3, 9, 20, 21, 24) on 
which the Americans disagree among themselve& and the Indians agree amon~ them• 
selves pertain to sex. On the other hand, the majority of the crimes (4, 10, 
17) on which Indians disagree ~nd Americans agree are connected with stealing. 
Suicide and prostitution seem to be d.ebatabla issues in both the oulturea. 
Alll~ric~-Mal.ea Ve~aua !~.!~ M&:l_!!..!....J!'~• .11: 
Exhibitionism (23), bi~amy (24), stealing from a house of worship (27), 
asaaultinq the beach$r in alaas (28) and prostitution (29) seem to be the 
crimes which are controversial amonc.J the Indian males aa well as amonq the 
American males. They all agree on the seriousness of qettinq drunk in public 
(6), killin~ by automobile accident (7), administerinq drugs (11) and makinq 
obscene phone calls (12). The American males show disagreement of opinion on 
killinq by stabbinq (1), rape (2), abortion (3), premarital sex (9), torturinq 
an animal (16) and adultery (20, 21) on which Indian males have consensus of 
opinion. However the Indian males show lack of aqreement on the seriousness 
of atealinq (4, 10, 22), firinq a rifle without a permit (5), diaturbinq the 
peace (13), having sexual intercourse with stepdauqhter (14), playing hookey 
from eohool (15), killinq in anqer (18), refusinq to pay the rent (19), 
suicide (26) and deatroyinq a library book (30), and these a.re the offenses 
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for which the American males •how relatively more agreement. From this one can 
safely say that there are more sex oriniea on which the American males <:Usagree 
than the Indian males (2, 3, 9, 20, 21). Indian males disagree primarily on 
stealing (4, 10, 20) and they also disagree on offenses against appropriate 
behavior or etiquette (5, 13, 15, 19, 30). Etiquette in India is to a great 
extent determined by the social class to which a person belongs, and therefore 
thore ia likely to be little agreement on it. Vor some people in India, 
stealinq is no crime, especially if the peraon who steals is a deprived one 
and if stealing involves no physical harm. These eonsiderations may explain 
the fact. that there ia so little aqreement on the seriousness of steali119. 
Am~_!~~-~es _verr.is :tndian_P'emal_!.!_(F~iE".• 8) i_ 
Premarital sex relation• (9), playing hookey (15), stealinq food for the 
atarvinq family (22) are the offenaea on which American feaale• as well as 
Indian females •how lack of aqreement amonq themselves. However they both 
aqree on the perceived seriousness of stealinq supplies (8), stealinq tires 
from an automobile (25), killinq by automobile accident (7), makinq obacene 
phone calls (12), torturinq an animal (16), refusing to pay the rent (19), 
and husband committinq adultery (20). American female• ahow disaqre ... nt on 
the Hriouaneaa of cd.mea connected with sex (3, 21, 24, 29), •tabbin<J to 
death (1) and beinq drunk in public (6), and Indian females show agreement on 
these. On the other hand Indian females d.isaqree on steali.nq offenses (4, 10, 
17, 27), rape (2) and asaaultinq a teacher in class (28), while the American 
females a<}ree on these. It therefore seems that the American females dis-
agree mostly on sex crimes (3, 21, 24, 29) and the Indian females disagree on 
offenses connected. with stealing (4, 10, 17, 27). They both agree on stealil'l<J 
;;:, 
little su~pliae from school (3) and atealing the tiree of an automobile (25). 
Ho,.,ever the Indian females are not in agreement on atealinq from a private 
home, store, museum or a holy place (4, 10, 17, 27). This is understandable 
because there seem to be more issues involved in these types of stealing (4, 
10. 17, 27) than in the former ones (8, 25). There is fear of greater 
punishment or perhaps fear of God involved in the latter offenses more than 
in the former ones even thouqh all of them involve steal.1119. 
~-~-1'~.C?.!..1! _ 14!~~-!:l. _ _!e~_Sl.l.~-~!lt~.5!.<?!.~!-~~!!~.--l~-~:l.1:1--E!.-J) : 
American males and females show qreat disagreement among themselves on 
abortion (3}, premarital sex (9), bigamy (24), suicide (26), intercourse with 
stepdaughter (14), exhibitionism (23) and prostitution (29). But they both 
agree amollC] them.selves on the perceived seriousnoss of stealing from a store 
(4), firing a rifle without a license (5), killinq by reckless driving (7), 
administering drugs (11) and stealing tires from an automobile (25). The male 
disaqree among themaelve• whereaa the females aqree aatOllC] themselves as to 
the aeriouenese of etabbinq to death (1), rape (2), ste&linq frOlll a museum 
(17), adultery (20, 21), •tealinq from a holf place (27) and assaulting a 
teacher in class (28). On the other hand fem.al.ea disaqree and ma.lea agree 
on the aeriousneas of qettinq drunk in publio (6), stealinq supplies from a 
school (8), stealinq from a private residence (10), making an obscene phone 
call (12), disturbing the peace (13), playing hookey from school (lS), 
killinq in anqer (lS), refusing to pay the rent for the apartment (19) and 
stealing to survive (22). There seem to be more offenses of sex on which the 
females aqree and more offenses ~~ainst proper behavior on which the males 
aqree. 
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.!l!c1.i.~n ~~-~'?..:~ .. Y~_r_s~~ _J:~d_!~~ -~~~~-~-~- ~!'i~~ !9J_: 
Playing hockey from school (15), exhibitionism (23) and destroying a 
library book (30) seem to be controversial among the Indian males a.s well as 
f~nales. They both agree on the seriousness of killing by reckless driving 
(7), stealinq school supplies (3), torturing a cat (16), stealing from a 
museum (17), and wife committing adultery (21). •rhe Indian Itales show lack 
of agreement on killing in anger (10), bi'.ij'a>ny (24), suicide (26) and prosti-
tution (29) and Indian females agree on these. On the ot.'ler hand, the Indian 
females disagree among themselves as to how serious are rape (2), abortion (3), 
getting drunk in public (6), premarital sex (9), administering druqa (ll), 
aexual intercourse with stepdaughter (14), stealing for survival (22), stealing 
from a holy place (27) and assaulting a teacher in class (28). These are the 
Indian ma~es agree. There seems to be no crimes typical of female or male 
agreement as far as the Indian sample is concerned. 
In summary it can be said thnt there are very clear differences across 
cultures when crimes are exa111ined on the basis of agreement and dieaqreement. 
The Americans for the most part seem to disagree among themselves on the 
perceived seriousness of sex crimes and the Indiana seem to disagree among 
themselves on the seriousness of stealing as appropriate behavior. Among the 
~mericans the disagreement about sex crimes might be due to the fact that this 
culture is composed of two extreme qroups of people -- those of the strict 
Judaeo-Christian tradition and those of the so-called new reformed liberal 
outlook. This controversy could also be an expression of the high individua.lity 
that thi~ culture believes in. 
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The disagreement about stealinq in India has already been diacuesed in 
this section and in the previous one. In short it is probably due to the 
existent dilemma of poverty and deprivation in India on the one hand and the 
ethical issues involved in stealing on the other hand. It arises from the 
fact that no doubt some, but not all stealinq can be justified. 
The coefficient of correlation can also be used to asses group agreements 
and disagreements. Therefore let me now examine the intercorrelation of the 
various groups. 
The correlation between the category means for the Americans and Indians 
is .89; between the American males and t.,e Indian males, .08; and between the 
~.rnerican females and the Indian femalas, .87. This shows that there are dif-
ferences amonq males and females as well as across cultures. However the 
correlation between American males and American females is almost perfect 
,.98). This indicates a very high agreement between American males and 
fe111.ales. The Indian males do not correlate that highly ( .89) with Indian 
females, indicating that the agreement between them does not reach perfection. 
'l'his pattern of correlations is understandable in the light of other results 
because there are more sex differences in the Indian culture than in the 
Jl.merican. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The present research was designed to study crimes with reference to 
cultures of India and l\merica and their respective value systems. The under-
lying assumption was that perceived seriousness of crimes in di!ferent parts of 
the world and in different types of societies mirror the most basic values of 
a people and th~ means which society has developed for the fulfillment and 
realization of these values. A further assUfiption was that tho ft?equency of 
crimes in a given society can be related to the dispositions of the people 
toward crine in that society. That is, the possibility was examined that the 
people in a society with a higher frequency of particular crimes do not 
consider those crimes so serious as do people in a society where there are 
fewer crimes. The study also intended to investigate sex differences in the 
dispositions toward different crimes. For the purpose of such investigation JC 
criminal offenses of varying degrees of seriousness were selected. These 30 
offenses were administered to 100 American college students and 100 Indian 
college students. The subjects were asked to rate the crimes on (1) an interval 
type of scale and (2) a ratio scale. The instructions e.~plioitly asked the 
stl.bjects to rate the crimes according to how serious they thought them to be, 
rather than what the law said or how the courts or judges might act on these 
crimes. The results were analyzed in several w«1ys. 
It was observed that the Indians consider crimes connected with sex as 
most serious and the Americans rated crimes connected with killing as most 
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serious. ·rhere were not many sex uiffoxences in the Ainerican sample in terms 
of 0ither the Bost serious and the loast serious offenses, but the Indian 
sample demonstrated definite sox differencas. 
Further, the Indians tended to rate crimes higher overall and the range 
of their ratings was more restricted. The Americans were less homoqenious 
than the Indians. Also there were more sex crimes on which the Americans dis-
agreed amoug themselves, and there were more crimes of stealing on which the 
Indians disagreed among themselves. On the whole, it can be said that Indians 
tenJ to agree more on serious crimes end Americans tend to agree more on mild 
crimes. Finally, there is more agreement between sexes in the American <}X'oup 
than in the Indian group. 
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Appendix 
would be asked to make certain judgements about these statewents later on. 
After readinq over all these card.a, reshuffle them. 
l. The offender stabs a person to death. 
2. The offender forces a female to submit to sexual intereourM. 
3. The offender performs an illeqal abortion.. 
4. The offender breaks into a department store and steals merchandise 
worth $5.00. 
S. The offender is found firing a rifle for which he h.us no permit. 
6. The off~ndet: is intoxicated in public. 
7. The offender kills a person by reckless driving of an automobile. 
8. The offender breaks into a school and steals $5.00 worth of suppliaa. 
9. An unmarried couple williuqly ha.v'* sexual intii:rcourse. 
10. The offender breaks into a residence, forces open a cash box and 
steals $5.00. 
11. The offender adminiatera heroin to hilnself. 
12. The offender makes an obscene phone call. 
13. The offender disturbs the neighborhood with loud noisy behavior. 
14. The offender has sexual intercourse with his step daughter. 
15. Juvenile plays hookey froa school. 
16. The offender tortures a cat. 
17. The offender st~als a farQOU& work of art from a museum. 
67 
18. The offender havinq been greatly cbeateci by the st.ort:t owner, kills hi.l:.1. 
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19. The offender refuses to pay the rent for his apartment. 
20. The husband commits adultery. 
21. The wife cownit& adultery. 
22. A starving man st&als 1".ood for his farlily. 
23. The off ender exposes his genitals in public. 
24. The offender commits bi9ay. 
25. The of fender steals tires from. an automobile. 
26. The offender makes an attempt at suicide. 
27. The offenc'lor ateale a reliqioua object from a house of woxship. 
28. The offender aaeaul ts hi• teacher in cla.as. 
29. The off&nder practices prostitution. 
30. The oCfender destroys a library book. 
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